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Abstract A fast and facile approach is proposed to enhance the specific capacitance of N-Methyl-

2-pyrrolidone (NMP)-exfoliated graphene. Redox-active nickel ferricyanide (NiFeCN) nanoparti-

cles were grown on the surface of graphene sheets using a simple co-precipitation method. Apart

from the synergetic effect of graphene as double layer capacitance and NiFeCN as pseudocapaci-

tance in specific capacitance enhancement, the NiFeCN nanoparticles served as the spacer to pre-

vent the graphene sheets agglomeration. The NiFeCN/graphene exhibited specific capacitance of

113.5 F g�1, which was 2 times higher than the NMP-exfoliated graphene (52 F g�1) and 6 times

higher than the pure NiFeCN (18 F g�1). The findings suggested the NiFeCN/graphene could be

the potential candidate for supercapacitor electrode.
� 2016 The Authors. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of King Saud University. This is

an open access article under the CCBY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Supercapacitors are the energy storage devices that provide higher

energy density than the conventional capacitors and are able to deliver

them at a faster rate than batteries. The charge storage mechanisms in

supercapacitors can be classified into electrochemical double layer

capacitance (EDLC) and pseudocapacitance. The former stores energy

in the form of ions adsorption on the electrode surface, while in the lat-

ter, the capacitance originates from the redox reaction at the active

sites of the electrode materials. The common materials with EDLC

properties are the carbon-based materials such as activated carbon,

carbon nanotube, graphene, carbon onion and fullerene (Ali et al.,

2015, 2014b; Borgohain et al., 2014; Cao et al., 2014;
nhance-
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Krishnamoorthy et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2010, 2014; Teo et al., 2015;

Zaid et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2015). On the other hand, metal oxides

(RuO2, MnO2, NiO, Co3O4) and conducting polymers (polyaniline,

polypyrrole), which could have faradaic reaction in the electrolyte sys-

tem, possess significant pseudocapacitance effect (Ali et al., 2014a,c;

Arslan and Hür, 2012; Pang et al., 2015a,b; Ramya et al., 2013;

Vidhyadharan et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2010). Often,

EDLC and pseudocapacitance materials are applied collaboratively in

hybrid supercapacitors in order to deliver higher energy output with

better stability.

Graphene, a unique two-dimensional carbon material was pro-

posed as an excellent electrode material in replacing activated carbon

as the incumbent in supercapacitors, due to its good conductivity,

chemical inertness, excellent mechanical properties and high specific

surface area (Ali et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2010; Teo

et al., 2012, 2015; Wang et al., 2009). The intrinsic capacitance of gra-

phene was reported to be 21 mF cm�2, the highest value among all

carbon-based materials (Liu et al., 2015). High quality and low defects

graphene sheets could be produced via chemical vapor deposition and

epitaxial growth technique (Gao et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2011). How-

ever, scale-up production for these surface-based techniques remains

challenge when large quantities of graphene are needed. Chemical

modified graphene or reduced graphene oxide via Hummers’ method

has been introduced for large scale production of graphene

(Krishnamoorthy and Kim, 2015; Sun and Fugetsu, 2013). Again,

strong reductants such as hydrazine used in this technique would cause

environmental issue for its disposal. The quest for mass production of

graphene never stops, and the new method by ultrasonicating graphite

in NMP solvent was reported in 2008 (Hernandez et al., 2008). This

approach is a promising protocol as high quality and unoxidized gra-

phene could be produced and 12 wt% of monolayer graphene could be

achieved. Despite its high yield production, the applicability of NMP-

exfoliated graphene in supercapacitor is still limited, probably due to

the severe sheets agglomeration problem upon solvent removal. There-

fore, it is of great importance of having graphene sheets that are sep-

arated within the electrode in order to enhance the electrochemical

performance of the supercapacitors. Previous study reported that tosyl

functional groups were first introduced and decorated on the defect

sites of graphene, prior to NMP exfoliation process. Tosylate graphene

showed good dispersibility with insignificant sheets aggregation and

exhibited excellent specific capacitance of 180 F g�1 (Wen et al.,

2014). To the best of our knowledge, there is no other reported work

on the modification of NMP-exfoliated graphene for supercapacitor

applications.

In this work, a facile co-precipitation approach was used to grow

the redox-active nickel ferricyanide (NiFeCN) nanoparticles on the

NMP-exfoliated graphene sheets. The NiFeCN should serve as the

spacers to prevent the agglomeration of graphene sheets in the com-

posite. Besides, the electrochemical properties of this composite should

combine the benefits of the pseudocapacitance arising from the inclu-

sion of NiFeCN and the EDLC formed at the surface of the graphene.

The electrochemical performance of NiFeCN/graphene was evaluated

by cyclic voltammetry, galvanostatic charge discharge and impedance

spectroscopy.

2. Experimental section

Graphite powder (extra pure) was purchased from Merck.
Nickel(II) nitrate hexahydrate (Ni(NO3)2�6H2O), potassium
ferricyanide (K3Fe(CN)6), potassium nitrate (KNO3), N-

methyl-2-pyrrolidone (C5H9NO) and ethanol (C2H5OH) were
purchased from Sigma–Aldrich. All reagents in this work were
of analytical grade and used without further purification.

Graphene sheets were prepared by liquid phase exfoliation

of graphite. The graphite powder was first dispersed in NMP
at a concentration of 10 mg mL�1 and then sonicated for
Please cite this article in press as: Marina, P.E. et al., In situ growth of redox-active i
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1 h. The unexfoliated graphite platelets were removed by cen-
trifuging the suspension for 90 min at 500 rpm. Graphene
sheets were recovered from the supernatant by vacuum filtra-

tion through a 100 nm polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) mem-
brane before drying under vacuum at room temperature. The
yield of graphene sheets was about 28 wt% of the graphite

powder used in this work. This method was proven to produce
graphene platelets (Hernandez et al., 2008). However, gra-
phene sheets tend to agglomerate upon solvent removal and

hence, co-precipitation method was used to grow NiFeCN
nanoparticles on graphene sheets, as illustrated in Scheme 1.
In general, graphene sheets (3.33 g) were first dispersed and
sonicated in a mixed solvent of ethanol and water (500 mL),

which lead to the release of stacked graphene sheets to give
well-separated individual sheets. With stirring, Ni(NO3)2
(500 mL, 0.1 M) was then added into the graphene dispersion

before adding in K3Fe(CN)6 (500 mL, 0.1 M). The stirring was
continued for 30 min at room temperature. The mixture was
filtered, washed and dried at 80 �C for 8 h. The sample was

then denoted as NiFeCN/graphene. NiFeCN/graphene sam-
ples with different Fe loadings were prepared by using differ-
ent amounts of K3Fe(CN)6.

The structure and morphology of NiFeCN/graphene were
investigated by X-ray diffraction (XRD, Rigaku MiniFlex
II), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR, Perkin
Elmer Spectrum 100) and field emission scanning electron

microscope (FESEM, JEOL JSM-7800F). The transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) analysis was performed using a
Philips CM12 microscope with acceleration voltage of

200 kV. The electrochemical performance of NiFeCN/
graphene samples were evaluated by cyclic voltammetry, gal-
vanostatic charge/discharge and impedance spectroscopy in

3-electrode system. The working electrode was prepared by
coating homogenous mixture (sample, carbon black and PTFE
at the ratio of 90:5:5 in ethanol) onto a nickel foam. The active

mass loading of the working electrode was approximately
4 mg. Platinum wire was used as a counter electrode and Ag/
AgCl was used as a reference electrode. All the electrochemical
experiments were conducted in 1 M KNO3 electrolyte.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Structural and morphological properties

The XRD profiles of as-prepared graphene, NiFeCN and

NiFeCN/graphene are shown in Fig. 1a. All the peaks of
NiFeCN and NiFeCN/graphene can be indexed as the crys-
talline nickel iron cyanide hydrate Ni3(Fe(CN)6)2(H2O)

(JCPDS no. 82-2283) (Chen et al., 2009; Guadagno et al.,
2015). According to Sherrer equation (Patterson, 1939), the
crystallite size was calculated to be 31 and 23 nm for pure

NiFeCN and NiFeCN/graphene, respectively. The graphene
sheets in the NiFeCN/graphene served as the platform for
the nickel precursor adsorption and prevented the agglomera-
tion of the NiFeCN nanoparticles. The NiFeCN nanoparticles

were anchored onto the surface of graphene sheets by strong
electrostatic interactions between ionic charge of the NiFeCN
and negative surface charge on the graphene sheets, or by van

der Waals interactions between NiFeCN and graphene (Wang
et al., 2010; Kamat, 2010). On the other hand, NiFeCN parti-
cles acted as the spacers to prevent the stacking of graphene
ron-centered nanoparticles on graphene sheets for specific capacitance enhance-
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Scheme 1 The preparation of NiFeCN/graphene from NMP-exfoliated graphene.

Figure 1 (a) XRD patterns, the inset shows the zoomed view of XRD (002) peaks; (b) FTIR spectra of graphene, NiFeCN and

NiFeCN/graphene (11.24 wt% Fe); (c) representative TEM image of NiFeCN/graphene (11.24 wt% Fe), the inset shows the FESEM

image; (d) representative FESEM image of NiFeCN.
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sheets and the nanoparticles also caused the interlayer spacing
increased from 0.337 nm to 0.340 nm, as indicated by the lower
downshift of the (002) peak (from 26.43� to 26.19�) in

NiFeCN/graphene (inset of Fig. 1a).
To further confirm the composition of NiFeCN/graphene,

FTIR analysis was conducted on the samples (Fig. 1b). The

hydrated nature of NiFeCN could be confirmed by the infra-
red absorption bands at 3453 and 1610 cm�1, which could be
assigned to the vibrations of the adsorbed water molecules

(OAH) (Ng and Mintova, 2011). Strong bands at 2166 and
2099 cm�1 correspond to the C„N group of Fe3+-CN and
of Fe2+-CN, respectively (Cumba et al., 2012). The oxygen-
related absorption peaks remained insignificant for graphene

and revealed that the NMP-exfoliated graphene was unoxi-
dized. The morphology of NiFeCN and NiFeCN/graphene
were investigated by FESEM and TEM, respectively. From

TEM analysis in Fig. 1c, it can be seen that the NiFeCN par-
ticles of ca. 20 nm in size were homogeneously grown on the
surface of graphene sheets, which is in agreement with the

XRD analysis. However, in the absence of graphene sheets,
the NiFeCN particles (Fig. 1d) spontaneously agglomerated
and formed large particles in the size of hundreds of nanome-

ters. It suggests that the presence of graphene sheets plays an
essential role in the dispersion of fine NiFeCN particles.
EDX analysis showed that the Fe loading in NiFeCN/
graphene was 11.24 wt% (see Table S1, Supporting

Information).

3.2. Electrochemical performance

Cyclic voltammetry (CV), galvanostatic charge/discharge
(CDC) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
were used to evaluate the electrochemical performance of

as-prepared graphene, NiFeCN and NiFeCN/graphene elec-
trodes. Fig. 2a shows the CV curves of as-prepared graphene,
NiFeCN, and NiFeCN/graphene (11.24 wt% Fe) electrodes

at 25 mV s�1 from 0 to 1 V, which were measured in 1 M
KNO3. The graphene electrode exhibited rectangular shape
CV curve, an indicative of good double layer capacitance with
rapid charge propagation. In contrast to graphene, NiFeCN

electrode showed reversible redox peaks at the potential of ca.
0.5/0.4 V (Oxidation/Reduction). NiFeCN has tunnel struc-
tures due to the large asymmetric cyanide ions and this open

space could accommodate ions insertion/desertion. Previous
study reported that the NiFeCN showed electrochemical activ-
ity at low-spin iron ion redox center only and the nickel atom

would remain at valence state (II) (Zamponi et al., 2003). There-
fore, the redox peaks observed on NiFeCN electrode could be
associated with the iron (II/III) couple coordinated by cyanide
groups, which can be ascribed to the following reaction:

NiII1:5½FeIIIðCNÞ6� þKþ þ e� ¡ KNiII1:5½FeIIðCNÞ6�
For in situ growth of NiFeCN on graphene sheets, the

NiFeCN/graphene electrode showed dramatic increase in the

redox current, which could be related to the increase in elec-
troactive surface area (SA). It is supported by the SA calcula-
tion by Randles–Sevcik equation (Zamponi et al., 2003) that

showed the SA of NiFeCN/graphene electrode is ca. 36 times
higher than that of NiFeCN electrode (see Supporting Infor-
mation for calculation). The findings are in agreement with
the FESEM observation where NiFeCN particles were
Please cite this article in press as: Marina, P.E. et al., In situ growth of redox-active i
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homogeneously grown on the graphene sheets, exposing more
surface area for the redox reaction. However, the electron
transfer was sluggish on the NiFeCN/graphene electrode, as

seen from the large redox peak separation (ED) on NiFeCN/
graphene CV curve. Fig. 2b shows good linear relationship
between peak current and square root of the scan rate for both

NiFeCN and NiFeCN/graphene electrodes, indicating the
redox reaction kinetics on both electrodes were controlled by
the diffusion process of the potassium ions in the solution.

The ability of NiFeCN/graphene to be utilized as superca-
pacitors electrode was evaluated by galvanostatic CDC.
NiFeCN/graphene (11.24 wt% Fe) showed the highest dis-
charge time among all electrodes (Fig. 2c), indicating higher

capacitive storage in this electrode. Moreover, it displayed
two variation ranges in the charge and discharge curves, where
linear variation (ca. 0–0.4 V; ca. 0.6–1.0 V) corresponds to the

double layer capacitance and slope variation (ca. 0.4–0.6 V)
corresponds to the pseudocapacitance. The specific capaci-
tance (Csp) values were calculated from the slope of the dis-

charge curve using the equation reported elsewhere (Chen
et al., 2009) and they are summarized in Fig. 2d. The highest
specific capacitance (Csp) attained on NiFeCN, graphene and

NiFeCN/graphene electrodes was 18, 52 and 113.5 F g�1,
respectively at 0.25 A g�1. It is interesting to note that the
Csp attained on NiFeCN/graphene electrode was 2 times
higher than that of graphene electrode and 6 times higher than

that of NiFeCN electrode. The findings imply that the in situ
growth of NiFeCN on graphene sheets could synergistically
enhance the double layer capacitance and pseudocapacitance

effects, by preventing the graphene sheets from stacking and
growing the NiFeCN particles homogeneously on the gra-
phene sheets for higher SA, as illustrated in Scheme 2. It is

important for the in situ growth of NiFeCN on the graphene
sheets as the electrode made from mixture of pure NiFeCN
and pure graphene (by manual mixing) showed lower Csp as

compared to that of NiFeCN/graphene electrode (see
Fig. S2, Supporting Information).

Since the redox-active Fe center inNiFeCN is responsible for
the pseudocapacitance effect, it is crucial to study the effect of

redox-active Fe loading on the specific capacitance enhance-
ment, and NiFeCN/graphene electrodes with different Fe load-
ings of 2.97, 5.25, 7.43, 11.24 and 13.74 wt% (from EDX

analysis) were prepared. Fig. 2e shows the CDC curves of
NiFeCN/graphene electrodes with different Fe loadings, mea-
sured in 1 M KNO3 at a current density of 0.25 A g�1. As the

Fe content increased, it could be seen that the discharge curves
changed from linear variation to slope variation, implying that
the predominant capacitive behavior was changed from EDLC
to pseudocapacitive. The specific capacitance contribution from

graphene and NiFeCN at different Fe loadings was carefully
analyzed (Fig. 2f). The total Csp showed monotonic increment
with increasing Fe content and it is interesting to note that all

Csp values were much higher than the calculated capacitance

Ccal
sp ¼ CNiFeCN

sp � wt%Fe
20:7%

þCgraphene
sp � 1� wt%Fe

20:7%

� �h i
. The enhanced

Csp displayed the synergetic effect of graphene and NiFeCN in

improving the electrochemical performance of NiFeCN/
graphene electrode. The maximum Csp enhancement was
achieved at 11.24 wt% of Fe loading on graphene sheets. It

could be attributed to the higher loading of NiFeCN particles
that were evenly distributed on the graphene sheets, therefore
producing more pseudocapacitive effect. At 13.74 wt% Fe
ron-centered nanoparticles on graphene sheets for specific capacitance enhance-
02.006
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Figure 2 (a) CV curves at 25 mV s�1; (b) anodic peak currents as a function of square root of scan rate; (c) CDC at 0.25 A g�1; (d)

specific capacitance as a function of current density; (e) CDC with different Fe loadings at 0.25 A g�1 and (f) calculated and experimental

specific capacitance as a function of Fe loadings in NiFeCN/graphene.
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loading, theCsp enhancement was reduced, probably associated

with the saturation of NiFeCN particles that lead to agglomer-
ation on the graphene sheets. Fig. 3a shows the electrochemical
stability of NiFeCN/graphene (11.24 wt% Fe) electrode for
10,000 CDC cycles at 2 A g�1. It could be seen that the

NiFeCN/graphene electrode exhibited high electrochemical sta-
bility by retaining 87% of the capacitance at the end of
10,000 CDC cycles. Such high electrochemical stability was
Please cite this article in press as: Marina, P.E. et al., In situ growth of redox-active i
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comparable to the stability of double layer capacitance material

(graphene) at 96%. In addition, the electrochemical stabilitywas
also significantly enhanced as compared to that of pseudocapac-
itance material (NiFeCN) at 60%. On the other hand, the CDC
curve of NiFeCN/graphene shows little variation after 10,000

cycles, as depicted in the insets of Fig. 3a. Nyquist plots
(Fig. 3b) show that the equivalent series resistance (ESR)
was 1.95, 1.50 and 0.65 X for graphene, NiFeCN and
ron-centered nanoparticles on graphene sheets for specific capacitance enhance-
02.006
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Scheme 2 The charge and discharge mechanism of NiFeCN/graphene.

Figure 3 (a) Stability test of NiFeCN/graphene (11.24 wt% Fe), graphene and NiFeCN electrodes at 2 A g�1, the insets show the CDC

curves of NiFeCN/graphene (11.24 wt% Fe) at 1st and 10,000th cycles; (b) impedance spectra of graphene, NiFeCN and

NiFeCN/graphene (11.24 wt% Fe).
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NiFeCN/graphene (11.24 wt% Fe), respectively. Lower ESR
value was shown by NiFeCN/graphene electrode implying that
it could be used in the high-power supercapacitor as the power

density, P = V2

4�ESR
. However, the charge transfer resistance

(RCT) for NiFeCN/graphene electrode was higher than that of
NiFeCN electrode, similar as CV findings that showed sluggish
electron transfer. The equivalent circuit fitting for NiFeCN/

graphene is shown in Fig. S3 (Supporting Information).
4. Conclusions

Redox-active NiFeCN particles were successfully grown on the NMP-

exfoliated graphene sheets by using facile co-precipitation method.

20 nm NiFeCN particles were homogeneously distributed on graphene

sheets and they acted as the spacers between neighboring graphene

sheets. The NiFeCN/graphene exhibited specific capacitance of

113.5 F g�1, which was 2 times higher than the graphene (52 F g�1)

and 6 times higher than the NiFeCN (18 F g�1). Moreover, the total

specific capacitance values for NiFeCN/graphene electrode were

higher than the simple sum of specific capacitance of graphene and

NiFeCN in their relative weight ratios. The specific capacitance

enhancement of NiFeCN/graphene could be associated with the
Please cite this article in press as: Marina, P.E. et al., In situ growth of redox-active i
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positive synergistic effect of graphene and NiFeCN due to the well-

separated graphene sheets, increased electroactive surface area of

NiFeCN, and the high conductivity network of fine NiFeCN particles.

In addition, NiFeCN/graphene exhibited good electrochemical cycling

stability (87% after 10,000 cycles). Considering the full utilization of

the advantages of graphene and NiFeCN, the in situ growth of

NiFeCN onto graphene sheets could provide a facile approach to mod-

ify NMP-exfoliated graphene for the energy storage applications.
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